Questions & Answers
Question: What is the real status on water supply and infrastructure capacity in the Province and the
City?
1.1.1 How many days of consumption is there in storage?
An exact answer would be suicide. Day Zero is a moving date, affected by a
variety of variables including rainfall, collective water demand management to
meet targeted restriction levels, evaporation and new augmentation schemes.
1.1.2 How far is the City with the commissioning of desalination plants?
First plants operational by March/April 2018; significant plants by Oct/Nov 2018.
1.1.3 How far is the City with the commissioning of boreholes?
Commenced drilling of production boreholes
1.1.4 What is the status on cleaning and reticulation of effluent water from sewage works?
Phase 1 operational by July/Aug 2018
I think it would be relevant to discuss alternative supplies of water (e.g. treated effluent,
borehole water, bowser trucks etc) for construction purposes during the drought.
Discussed in presentation
CHRISTOPHER MUNRO

Question: Is this not the opportunity to create a Water Utility (like Johannesburg Water)? While water is
part of the municipal services and municipal budget, it is unlikely that strategic planning will receive the
recognition that is required.
ALWYN LAUBSCHER
Answer: Strategic Planning of all Metros are done in close partnership with the National Department of
Water and Sanitation, specialist advisors and other major stakeholders. The bulk water systems are
annually reviewed through updating and running an operational model that predictions the next years
deficit and surplus. These model use the last three year average rainfall figures in predicting future trends
in water use. The consecutive three years of very low rainfall escalated immediate project
implementation incrementally planned for much later.

Vaal River System
The bulk of water supply in
Johannesburg is supplied via
transfers from the Lesotho
Highlands Project (phase I);
This project also augments the
Orange River with water.
Options to augment water
security through alternate
sources exist but are placed on
longer timelines.

Question: This is an emergency situation and therefore emergency measures are warranted. My suggestion is that while level 4
and higher restrictions are applicable, it should be possible to obtain a temporary water use licence from the Local office. (Water
Affairs: Western Cape).
Such a temporary WUL should make it possible for farmers and other people with access to non-potable water to sell it to fellow
farmers, contractors, industry at a mutually agreed price. The process to obtain a temporary WUL must be relative easy and quick.
ALWYN LAUBSCHER
Answer: The DWS has authorised the control of temporary trading of irrigation water for the duration of the drought and applied
severe restrictions on agriculture to their local water resource management institutions (Irrigation boards and water user
associations). These institutions must to be informed and report to the DWS on the trading arrangements and control the water
use of seller and buyer (regulate).
Selling any water to any other sector user (or even giving lawful access to tap or take water from a natural stream or river crossing
their property) requires permission. The DWS needs to confirm the lawful use of the source, sustainable supply, associated impact
on neighbouring/downstream users and/or the resources. Moreover the seller will be required to measure water sold and prove
that he/she/they have decreased their irrigation demands equally.
In times of drought “water is gold” and many wishes to make a quick buck without considering the consequence to themselves,
the environment and others. Compensation in kind or monetary is not our concern.

Question 1: How do we get quick permission for logical solutions (technology and alternative water
supplies incl. desalination, package plants, use of farm dam water, etc)?
Question 2: How do we deal with corrective actions where there are unintended transgressions of
legislation?

DEON VAN ZYL
Answer: Ask the authorising authorities (City, Local Authority, DWS and DEA&DP). Magnitude and
impacts (environment, natural resources and others) dictates level of authorisation and resultantly
speed of processing. No blanket permission – site and use specific.
Answer: General statement: Ignorance of the laws of a country is not an excuse. However we
acknowledges that transgressions occur because you are incorrectly informed by others. Acknowledge
the mistake and require about the procedures to make good the transgression and obtain
authorisation.

Question 1: If one Estate treats water for irrigation purposes (based on question “e” can the
access water be supplied to neighbouring estates for their irrigation use?
Question 2: Can we install package plants for irrigation water?
FRANCOIS BOTHMA: CESA
Answer 1: Yes, however the Estate that treats water (effluent and/or groundwater) has to obtain
authorisation to use treated water for irrigation purposes. Under such authorisation the supply to
others will be noted. The receiving Estates will however also require authorisation to irrigate with
water containing waste water.
Answer 2: Yes. Similar to above. Authorisation also has to be obtained from local authority
(bylaws).

